Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Thermodynamic optimization is a response to requirements on energy production and its efficient use. Ranging from technological devices to the most basic biological energetic mechanisms the search for a compromise between producing fast with reduced losses in the process have settled the road in the energy conversion race. From an anthropological point of view, the need to satisfy an energetic demand with the minimum impact to the environment is key. In this context, operation regimes for energy converters have been studied historically passing from maximum efficiency paradigm to maximum power and compromise criteria in between, but always relying on our capacity to provide stable and controlled operation environments. On the other hand, in the biological realm, evolutionary and adaptation mechanisms, with clear energetic implications, try to guarantee survival under a wide variety of needs and variable circumstances. Although we may be far from synthesizing these mechanisms to simple ones, we have reasons enough to link a wide variety of phenomena with issues arising from energy constraints.

Due to its broad conceptual scope and applicability, thermodynamics has been widely applied in all areas of science through key concepts such as thermal equilibrium, heat fluxes or entropy generation. However, a formalization for the study of non-equilibrium processes is still under development and the proposal, study and optimization of non-equilibrium heat devices are issues in constant evolution. Especially relevant is the energetic optimization of heat devices, either heat engines (HE) or refrigerators (RE). And key aspects in the optimization of energy converters related with the second law of thermodynamics are the entropy generation and the thermal efficiency/power output for HE's or coefficient of performance/cooling rate for RE's^[@CR1]--[@CR5]^.

Significant efforts have been devoted to study the linkage between different heat device models by means of their performance at certain operation regimes with minimum model-dependent characteristics. Most of them have been focused in the context of HE, nonetheless, a unified outlook of general properties for any kind of energy converters is highly desirable.

Beyond the maximum power or maximum cooling rate operation regimes, the practical requirement of a better and sustainable use of energy have resulted in the proposal of trade-off figures of merit, involving compromises among maximum power/cooling rate, minimum entropy generation and maximum efficiency/coefficient of performance (COP), including exergetic and thermo-economic merit functions^[@CR6]--[@CR8]^.

In particular, the so-called low-dissipation (LD) model allows for a quite straightforward thermodynamic interpretation in the analysis of unified heat devices^[@CR9]--[@CR15]^. This model is suitable for exploring general irreversible behaviors not linked with particularities of the heat transfer mechanisms. It could be understood as a first irreversible deviation from a Carnot HE (RE) and displays the capability of obtaining upper and lower bounds for the efficiency (COP) for several operation regimes without specifying heat transfer mechanisms, but focusing on the symmetries in the dissipation and in the contact times with the hot and cold reservoirs^[@CR13],[@CR14]^, and optimization under fixed cooling power are being subject of research due to its practical relevance^[@CR16],[@CR17]^. Its wide applicability allows its mapping onto a variety of irreversible models, such as the minimally nonlinear irreversible heat engine, a heat engine with weighted thermal fluxes, the endoreversible/irreversible Carnot-like heat engine and in stochastic heat engines^[@CR2],[@CR12],[@CR18]--[@CR24]^ with special emphasis in small-scale refrigerators^[@CR25]--[@CR33]^. Experimental data have validated this model, as it is the case of an optical trap performing a micrometric Stirling heat engine^[@CR34]^ and a Brownian Carnot cycle^[@CR35]^ as well as for macroscopic setups^[@CR36]^.

Despite the advances in optimization, there is a specific unsolved issue: the systematic treatment of the influence of lack of control^[@CR37]^. There are open questions regarding the role of constancy (fluctuations in the energetic output records)^[@CR38]--[@CR40]^, which could be ultimately related to power fluctuations with large efficiencies^[@CR38],[@CR39]^ or the enhancement of energy converters performance due to fluctuations from small scale and quantum nature as recently proposed^[@CR41]--[@CR43]^. Major differences have been recently reported for quasistatic and steady state HE models operating close to the reversible efficiency^[@CR39]^. Issues such as the Carnot efficiency at finite power and efficiency at maximum power have been widely analyzed to account for control of parameters and engine layouts, though key differences have been reported depending on time constraints among other factors^[@CR38],[@CR39]^, hinting for a relation between reversibility and the amplitude of fluctuations.

A complementary study to the optimization of operation regimes is the analysis of their operation regime stability, that is, if operation variables have fixed values, they remain close to those values even when external stressors generate small perturbations on them, generating a time-periodic steady-state. In general, energetic landscapes are responsible for stability criteria such as it occurs in first order phase transition, partially responsible for structural composition of matter. In particular, regarding operation design, in every natural energy conversion mechanism the problem of variability of the device surroundings somehow has been solved, even under large variation on the operation conditions, such is the case of photosynthesis, to name one, with a large variability in solar radiance and temperature in time. Thus, stability must be involved somehow with operability, even more if we consider evolution as stochastic in nature.

Recently, it has been shown that a HE in an stationary state undergoing small perturbations of the energy exchanges with the surroundings obeys dynamical equations of the optimization time-variables. In that case, trajectories towards stationary state are not arbitrary and exhibit an optimization mechanism for the most relevant thermodynamic functions^[@CR44]--[@CR46]^. In view of this analysis, there is a promising way to incorporate stability as a new ingredient in the optimization of heat devices with new features appealing for a better understanding of a thermodynamic self-improvement stemming from stability. In this way, trade-off based figures of merit, beyond practical design and economical reasons, would arise as natural responses, with evolutionary mechanisms and adaptability to the environment^[@CR47]--[@CR51]^. In the same way, mechanisms stemming from thermodynamics to induce an operation state have been explored for stochastic and deterministic models^[@CR52],[@CR53]^.

This connection has been previously addressed for HE's^[@CR45],[@CR46]^, the aim of this paper is to extend that study for the by far less known cooling systems, reinforcing the vision of a general behavior of HE's and RE's. The first goal of this paper will be to present a detailed study on fluctuations of the main energetic properties (as COP, entropy generation, cooling power, and work input) for a LD-RE around a trade-off steady state and to analyze how these magnitudes evolve around the stable point. To achieve this objective two possible dynamics for the perturbation of the system around the stable point are considered introducing two different sets of control parameters and two different stability configurations (a stable point inside a basin of attraction and an isolated stable point). The second goal is to deepen in the analysis of limited control along the cyclic process by introducing consecutive random perturbations during one cycle time and through many cycles. The evolution of the generated stochastic trajectories and their statistical behavior points out to the existence of a well-defined trend driven by the energetic improvement of the system.
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                \begin{document}$$t_h$$\end{document}$, respectively. The fact that the baseline cycle is the Carnot one (whose efficiency does not depend on the working substance) when extending the reversible cycle to the irreversible framework allows for a structure independent description, where the specific properties of the working fluid are not relevant, and one can focus on the operation variables to optimize.
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On time constraints, multi-objective optimization and stability {#Sec3}
===============================================================

A fruitful representation of the system is achieved by using the operation total time and one partial contact time. This choice of optimization variables allows to recover endoreversible and irreversible behaviors which are tightly related with the multi-objective optimization of the RE, as will be shown later and it happens in the case of LD-HE's^[@CR45],[@CR46]^. With this purpose the dimensionless variables, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Since the relaxation dynamics will be linked to an optimization process, a multi-objective optimization will be presented below.

The best energetic compromise {#Sec4}
-----------------------------

It would be highly desirable to maximize the coefficient of performance, cooling power and simultaneously minimize entropy production and power input. However, no configurations can be found that fulfill all these requirements. It is common to search, instead, for the so-called Pareto front, which gives the best performance when one is looking to optimize simultaneously several objective functions^[@CR55]^.

In this treatment two complementary outputs will be pursued: the location of the Pareto front, and second, the location of these points in the phase space (the Pareto optimal set) to compare them with the time constraints and the stability nullcline which will be discussed in in "[Consecutive random perturbations](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}" section.
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In Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a the Pareto front is shown using as objective function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${{\widetilde{P}}}_{in}$$\end{document}$ does not contribute to obtain new points. For a LD-HE it was found that the Pareto front was remarkably close to the endoreversible limit. In this case the match is higher. Thus, this limit offers the best energetic compromise. The corresponding points in the phase space are depicted in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b, along with the boundary of the physical region of interest (where the efficiency and the cooling power are positive).

Stability dynamics {#Sec5}
------------------

The problem of stability is frequently tackled through a first order equations system. By means of a linearization about the stable point, in many cases the resulting dynamics has the form $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Below, it will be shown that if the operation regime of a time-periodic heat device has a steady state (an equilibrium point specified through the operation variables), for sufficiently small perturbations, it is expected that the (probably yet unknown) dynamics of the system can be expressed as a first order system. By means of a Taylor expansion of energetic functions (in this case $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As mentioned above, let us focus only on external perturbations on the operation regime (and for extension, to the variables that define such regime). The starting point is to assume that the system has an equilibrium point at the operation regime. With no further information regarding the specific energy transport, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The natural energy flux associated to the time variable $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Notice that the dynamical Eqs. ([9](#Equ9){ref-type=""}) and ([10](#Equ10){ref-type=""}) are not known a priori, but they are a mathematical requirement from stability relying, of course, on the assumption that the operation regime has a steady state. There are however, plausible arguments to think this is the case for several systems, since natural energy converters have displayed robustness, the capability to maintain and change operation regimes under stress in the operation conditions^[@CR62]^.

In the linear approximation, the local stability of the above-given steady state is determined by the Jacobian matrix in Eq. ([8](#Equ8){ref-type=""}) which by definition, in the M$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the influence of the relation between the magnitudes of *C* and *D* in the basin of attraction. Trajectories in the phase space after a perturbation for three cases: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As can be seen in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} for the representative case $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$C\ne D$$\end{document}$ the results are similar) the endoreversible and irreversible limits have meaningful information regarding the performance of the refrigerator. The COP, cooling power, and entropy generation behaviors show that the trajectories tend to approach the endoreversible limit, which represents the better energetic compromise. After arriving to the endoreversible limit, the trajectories orbit around the stable state, however, those inside the stability basin display the smallest drawback in both $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A characteristic of trajectories inside the basin of attraction is that the approaching to the endoreversible limit occurs with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${{\widetilde{t}}}<{{\widetilde{t}}}^{M\Omega }$$\end{document}$; then, in the arrival to the stable state their orbits are bounded by the irreversible limit (yellow curve) which is tangent to the basin of attraction in the steady state. Similar features were reported in the case of HE's. From this analysis it can be said that the endoreversible limit represents an attractor involved in an energetic self-improvement of the system and the irreversible limit bounds the basin of attraction. Both behaviors are relevant in the stability and thermodynamic improvement for both HE's and RE's.

Consecutive random perturbations {#Sec6}
--------------------------------

It is interesting to analyze the case where there is a lack of control in the optimization variables. Fluctuations on these time-variables will lead to variations on the heat fluxes and thus fluctuations around the steady state are expected. Since the internal dynamical nature of the system is already accounted through the macroscopic description given by the low-dissipation model, the source of these fluctuations for the problem at hand comes from outside the system.

For the analysis of these fluctuations the system at M$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$10^4$$\end{document}$ perturbations. In blue the points corresponding to states outside the stable region and in green points inside the stable region. There are slightly more points inside the stability region. The perturbations in this case allow for larger perturbations: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a shows the final states in the phase space after each cycle: in green the points that ended inside the basin of attraction and in blue those that ended outside. For this kind of dynamics there exists a nullcline given by the curve $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${{\widetilde{\sigma }}}$$\end{document}$ along each trajectory (cycle) are displayed and the average of these states correspond to the points label with "A" in subfigure (**c**). In (**c**) the mentioned averaged thermodynamic functions are presented to stress their closeness to the irreversible limit given by the orange loop-like curve and the upper bound fixed by the endoreversible condition (purple curve).

This part of the analysis points out to a key role of time constraints in the obtaining of endoreversible and irreversible behaviors and their implications on the overall thermodynamic performance when the operation regime is stochastically perturbed. Many works have been reported on the endoreversible limit and its validity range. The stochastic results here obtained from induced perturbations on a steady state give new insights about the status and true nature of this endoreversible limit: it behaves as an attractor of the overall dynamics and describes the best compromise between the most relevant energetic functions, while the irreversible limit distinguishes trajectories inside or outside the stability basin and under perturbations it describes the statistical irreversible behavior induced over the system. These results are reproduced for different random variables distributions and *C*, *D* combinations.

Relaxation velocities and self-optimization {#Sec7}
===========================================

A second pair of time-variables can be used to study the optimization and stability of the LD RE. The optimization analysis is analogous to that of the previous Section, but the dynamics involved in the stability is different and as it will be shown below, the operation regime is described through a global stable state. This will provide a complementary vision of the linking between optimization and stability.
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The best energetic compromise {#Sec8}
-----------------------------

The same method to obtain the Pareto front (see in "[The best energetic compromise](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}" section) is used for this set of variables. The resulting Pareto front is depicted in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}a and coincides with that appearing in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a with a scale factor $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As mentioned before, the two pairs of time variables discussed in the previous section and in this one are equivalent, the Pareto front, as well as the Pareto optimal set can be mapped from one system into the other and the exact results are obtained. Now, the dynamic equations for the second set of variables will be introduced, but one must notice that in the previous section the quantities that is tried to be fixed are energy fluxes, which is specially relevant in irreversible stationary processes. In this case, on the other hand, the stability is described in terms of a fixed energy (see below). For that reason, both dynamics are not equivalent.Figure 7(**a**) The Pareto front (cyan points) matches the endoreversible limit (parabolic dashed line). The term $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Stability dynamics {#Sec9}
------------------

Now, time variables are associated to heat exchanges between the system and the surroundings. It is then plausible to model the external perturbations on the operation regime as variations on the input and output heat, affecting engine operation time. For this analysis $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In a linear approximation the local stability of this steady state is determined by the eigenvalues, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Beyond the linear approximation, the system given by Eq. ([22](#Equ22){ref-type=""}) can be solved numerically. Figure [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} shows the stream plot of the dynamics, which exhibits a stable point. Level curves for the dynamical velocity $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$A=B$$\end{document}$ this qualitative behavior holds, but the asymmetry between relaxation times will affect these contours. On the other hand, the Pareto optimal set, which do not depend on the restitution dynamics is depicted as a reference. The points in the Pareto optimal set with larger contact times (slower operation time) are closer to the minimum entropy generation state, meanwhile those with smaller contact times (faster operation time) are closer to the maximum *R* regime. One remarkable feature is that it appears a region where transition between velocity contours are more separated, meaning that restitution takes longer compared with changes in operation time. On the other hand, for another region transitions are faster. The largest restitution times are exhibited when only one partial time is perturbed. This will have consequences in the statistics of consecutive perturbations, as will be shown in next subsection.

In Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}a the line integral convolution plot of the dynamic equations ([22](#Equ22){ref-type=""}) over a random distribution of initial conditions is depicted, simulating streamlines of fixed arc length; darker shaded regions indicates smaller velocities.Figure 9(**a**) Line integral convolution plot of the dynamic equations ([22](#Equ22){ref-type=""}), simulating streamlines over random conditions. (**b**) Trajectories towards relaxation in the phase space. (**c**) Trajectories in the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Figure [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}b shows some representative trajectories with initial conditions at the border of the depicted region (initial state after a perturbation). Trajectories in each quadrant, labeled as *I*--*IV* are represented with different colors to emphasize differences in the energetic planes plotted in Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}c--f. Trajectories in each quadrant evolve in a slightly different way, but this fact yields noticeable energetic repercussions. Of special relevance are regions I and III (colored in green and blue, respectively).

Figure [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}c shows the trajectories in the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${{\widetilde{R}}}$$\end{document}$) at the same time. These features are detailed in the 2D-plots of Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}d--f showing that the trajectories in quadrants I (green) and III (blue) evolve directly towards the stable point in a very narrow region, meanwhile trajectories in quadrants II (red) and IV (yellow) present sudden changes of direction before arriving to the steady state.

The consequences of the dynamics on the system energetic properties could imply the use of a disadvantage, such as limited control, as a self-optimization mechanism throughout a biased control focused mostly in perturbations towards quadrants II and IV, to favor perturbations with both $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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One could be interested not only in one perturbation but a series of them affecting the performance of one cycle. The influence of continuous random perturbations over a cycle will be addressed below in order to get more insights about this issue.

Consecutive random perturbations {#Sec10}
--------------------------------

To analyze the effect of the dynamics in random perturbations a cycle time will be divided by *N* equal sub-intervals of length $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}a the final states for each trajectory are depicted; colors indicate the quadrant of the system average position. The geometric centers of the points in each quadrant are displayed (see stars). The Pareto optimal set is shown as well. Notice that average behavior of the system is displaced towards the region of slow relaxation, following the direction of the Pareto front at which entropy change is minimized. By looking at the number of trajectories averaged in each region a trend is found: around $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The mean values for the thermodynamic functions in each cycle are depicted in Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}b--c for the energetic space involving $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Concluding remarks and perspectives {#Sec11}
===================================

The local stability of the Maximum Omega regime has been analyzed for the low dissipation refrigerator under two complementary dynamics. One with perturbations on one heat flux and the Omega function and another one with perturbations on the input/output heats. For each one an equivalent pair of time variables, which suitable describe the system and provide analogous optimizations reveal different features linking optimization with self-optimization. The restitution forces are modeled by means of dynamic equations stemming from requiring a steady state and small deviations of the input/output heat and fluxes.

On the one hand, a dynamic with a basin of attraction is obtained, along with a nullcline which outside the attraction basin, leads the system to a non-physical region. The analysis of relaxation trajectories indicates that relaxation paths evolve in such a way that the thermodynamic performance of the system is improved. The system moves directly to the endoreversible limit due to the restitution dynamics. This endoreversible limit coincides with the Pareto front, which represents the best energetic compromise between all the relevant thermodynamic functions. Thus, the restitution dynamics induces an optimization process. For the case of many perturbations along one cycle the stability dynamics constitutes an irreversible mechanism, characterizing points inside and outside the stability basin.

On the other hand, for the second dynamics (and 2nd pair of variables), a global steady state is obtained and an analysis of relaxation velocities is presented. Fast and slow relaxations are obtained and together with the Pareto front (and the endoreversible limit) have an influence in describing the case of many perturbations. When the system moves to a worse energetic state, it improves due to the restitution dynamics in a fast manner, meanwhile if the system is perturbed to a better state, it evolves slowly to the steady state. This will produce a small departure in the average behavior of the system to a more optimum state regarding entropy generation and larger efficiency (COP).

The improvement due to perturbations on the steady state is related with the phenomenon of antifragility, in which a system exhibits an improvement under stress^[@CR62]^. This could be of particular interest in medicine and biological systems. The extension of the low dissipation model to chemical engines^[@CR10]^ could also provide a path to test properties such as antifragility in biochemical processes.

The analysis here presented for RE's has been reported for low dissipation heat engines as well^[@CR45],\ [@CR46]^, reinforcing the idea of a universal energetic characterization of heat devices as they are perturbed externally. Remarkably, the analyses of refrigeration systems are nowadays increasing its relevance since their coupling with other energy converters from different nature are being under study as an strategy for solving the problem of energy storage and heat recovery^[@CR59],[@CR60]^. The study on a setup with fixed cooling power would be of interest, since in many applications the objective of refrigeration is to maintain this quantity as steady as possible.

Ideally, cyclic processes should be able to operate in a time-periodic steady state, one can make the idealization that the starting and ending points are well defined and analyze this as a unitary process. In reality, the switching between, aerobial respiration (linked to energetic trade-off functions) and anaerobial respiration (maximum power^[@CR61]^), to name an example, as well as the transient states in between in the changing of regime are beyond the simplified description of the present model. But it is precisely in the connection with this unknown mechanisms, where adaptation and robustness play a major role. So far, the results presented here for the self-optimization correspond to an emergent phenomenon (theoretically) that should be tested in specific structure dependent models.

The results presented in the present paper could open the window to the joint analysis of stability and optimization of coupled energy conversion systems with different purposes (heat engines, refrigerators, and heat pumps) and with different size scales, focusing on improving the strategies of production (aiming for a sustainability) and seize on energy. Possible applications of these results might involve colloidal particles constrained in an optical trap, describing Carnot or Stirling cycles. The equivalence between low dissipation model, irreversible Curzon--Ahlborn engine and Otto and Brayton engines might also allow for applications on solar energy heat devices.

Additionally, this study could open new perspectives to analyze possible self-optimization or organization mechanism in specific systems and could be useful to understand non-revealed properties of non-equilibrium systems and their energetic bounds.

A Statistical convergence: Kullback--Leibler divergence {#Sec12}
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